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Book Reviews 

Works intended for notice in this column should be sent direct to the Book-Review Editor (J. H. Robertson, School of 
Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England). As far as practicable books will be reviewed in a country 
different from that of publication. 

Scanning electron microscopy, 1976, Vol. 1. Edited by 
O. JOHARL Pp. xviii + 782. Chicago Press, 1976. 
Price $28.00. 

Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Symposium in Scanning 
Electron Microscopy are published in two volumes. The 
present review is concerned with the first of these, covering 
the symposium proper and workshops on physical ap- 
plications of the scanning electron microscope and micro- 
electronic device fabrication and quality control with the 
electron microscope. Finally, several tutorial papers are 
included, and a most valuable bibliography on cathodo- 
luminescence, and a similar collection of information 
relevant in forensic applications of SEM. In all, the coverage 
embraces some 60 papers. 

Reference to microscopy conjures in the minds of many a 
merely qualitative, even pictorial approach. However, the 
development of a wide range of quantitative techniques of 
elemental analysis, e.g. X-ray, cathodoluminescence, Auger, 
etc., strongly represented in this volume, must dispel such a 
misconception about the now well-established status of 
scanning electron microscopy. 

The opening papers testify to the still unresolved contro- 
versy about the exact nature of the interaction of electrons at 
the surface of solid matter and, in particular, the origin of 
contrast in SEM images. 

The 'take-over' of scanning transmission electron micros- 
copy (STEM) under the umbrella of the symposium must 
be considered as a valuable acquisition. As usual, papers 
from Cowley's laboratory form the highlight of these 
proceedings. He shows how electron diffraction information 
can be used to derive the position of atoms within large 
biological molecules, adding that the 'phase problem', 
familiar in X-ray diffraction, may be overcome in several 
ways. Moreover, Cowley correctly argues that such a 
method is capable of reducing electron damage below that 
involved when images of the atoms are sought directly, either 
by bright or dark-field techniques. One hopes that practical 
realization of this wiU provide a useful complementary 
adjunct to other methods of great importance in the study of 
crystalline and paracrystalline solids; the method has 
obvious advantages over labelling with heavier atoms, also 
represented in the symposium. 

A few years after the inception of what, until now, one 
recognized as the Chicago Annual Symposia, views were 
heard that it might not be possible to sustain the enthusiasm 
felt at the beginning (in 1968), when the band of workers 
eagerly followed the pioneering investigators of the Cam- 
bridge school. Of course, the expansion in new directions and 
the numerical growth of users must be regarded as signi- 
ficant when one considers the scientific success of these 
symposia and the associated activities. Yet all involved, over 
a period of nearly ten years, in the work of these symposia 
will doubtless agree with this reviewer that without the faith 
and vision of the man who conceived the idea of an inter- 
national gathering of this kind, the impetus would have 

waned. Dr Johari has been able to give us an example of 
what can be achieved by the widest possible consultations, 
calling on referees from all corners of the world (there are 
some 200 names given in the present volume) and by careful 
editing of the text, including the comments of its referees with 
each paper. 

The question arises whether a volume listing 116 positions 
in the subject index, can represent uniform scientific 
standards. Clearly, 'tutorial' contributions inevitably lead to 
the inclusion of somewhat dated information. Moreover, 
looking carefully over the exchanges between the authors 
and the referees, one feels that the editor becomes too much 
involved, so that the original (not necessarily incorrect) ideas 
give way to the convictions of a selected few. 

On the whole, the phenomena at the surface of solids due 
to the action of electrons are well covered: for example, 
progress in the understanding of electrostatic charging; 
temperature measurements in samples inside the electron 
microscope (using thin-film thermocouples); environmental 
cells (for the examination of water-containing specimens); 
advantages and disadvantages of low-temperature cells for 
biological specimens; the problems of fabrication of micro- 
electronic devices and quality control - two enormous areas, 
well covered in the proceedings. 

This reviewer, on this side of the Atlantic, found some of 
the recognized (?) terminology and, in particular, some of the 
abbreviations a little unnerving. However, the present volume 
will join publications from the previous symposia, as a 
standard reference in any laboratory engaged in the art of 
scanning electron microscopy. 
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Intermediate quantum theory of solids. By A. O. E. 
ANIMALU. Pp. xi + 516. Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall,  1977. Price £18.00.  

In spite of the unassuming title, this is a rather good text- 
book of contemporary solid-state physics aimed at the good 
undergraduate, the postgraduate and the lecturer. 

The text consists of 12 chapters and 516 pages with 
narrow margins resulting in a very high ratio of text area to 
page area - ~ compared with a norm usually below ½. The 
book is packed with information which is very up-to-date: as 
a quarry of appropriate examples, interesting exercises, 
references, beautifully-drawn diagrams and topical dis- 
cussion it is a lecturer's dream. The topics covered are 
crystal lattices (perhaps the most rapid resum6 I have ever 
seen), diffraction, interatomic forces, lattice vibrations, band 
theory, electronic properties of solids with and without a 
magnetic field, semiconductors and superconductors, mag- 
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netic properties and excitations of the electron gas. To bring 
one to the 1976 frontiers of research in all these topics in so 
short a space necessarily means that only the most hardy will 
survive, but the book is written in such a way that those 
bright students who get bored with the pedestrian and often 
superficial accounts of these subjects in the best-selling text- 
books may well find their match with this one if they can 
afford its price - nearly 2% of a British student's grant. 

The book does not have the maturity of style exhibited by 
the best of the 'grand masters' in that one is seldom 
persuaded of a difficult point by philosophical and 
pedagogical expertise; rather one is presented with a concept, 
fact or equation with practical rather than pedagogical 
comments and then led rapidly on. The grammar, too, is 
casual in places and among the unfortunate mis-spellings 
(which cannot all be printing errors) are Lamor for Larmor, 
Leonard-Jones for Lennard-Jones, Voight for Voigt, 
Shoenflies for Sch6nflies, Friedal for Friedel and Koopman's 
for Koopmans'. The indexes are incomplete, especially the 
author index which seems to be limited to those whose 
papers were actually quoted to the exclusion of those whose 
papers are so famous they are seldom quoted, e.g. Bravais, 
Miller and Voigt. More polish and accuracy would have 
made this book a classic in the field and perhaps the last 
attempt to describe the whole of solid-state physics in one 
manageable volume. 

Crystallographic and chemical readers of Acta Crystallo- 
graphica will find this book only of passing interest - it really 
is 'physics for physicists' though the inorganic chemist 
developing new materials may well find it a useful summary 
of modern calculational techniques. I would hope that 
libraries could afford a copy each: probably only a more 
adventurous pricing policy on the part of the publishers 
would give it any chance of capturing the student market. 
Certainly it will be a good book to look out for when 
'remaindered'. 
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CnCTeMaTUqeCKUfi aria.an3 tl~yuguua IIaTepcoua ua 
ocnone CUMMeTpnU gpncTa~a (TeopeTuqecKue ;lna- 
rpaMMU pOM60n nugon). :3. f l .  Ky3MnH, C. B. 
BopHcoa,  B. H. FoJ1oaaqea, B. B. H.rlrOXnH, 
3/. H .  Co~Ioabeaa, A. H.  qepHoa.  Flo~ pe~agImefi  
aI~a/IeMal~a H.  B. BeJmaa. CTp. 352, Prtc. 284, 
Ta6~imln 7. Aga~eMna n a y r  CCCP,  X a 6 a p o a c g ,  
1974. L[eua l p. 40g. 

KH~ra ~sJ~aeTc~ MoHorpaqb~qec~o~ o6pa6oxro~ cnoco6a 
pacmI~qbpoaKvi qbynKllitI4 HaTepcoHa ri3 I43BeCTHOl~ npo- 
cTpai-iCTBenno~ rpynm,i cxpyrTypbI i~pvicTanna- MeTOjIa 
pOM6OB nl4KOa. HpI4MenenHeM npaann J~14Hefinb~x H 
nnocrocTnbtx rOHUenTpaun~, pa3pa6oTannbIX a FI3BeC- 
THOR I~n14re M. Bmprepa Cmpy~cmypa ~cpucmaz~oe u 
ee~cmopuoe npocmpancmeo, 6~,mn BbIBe]IeHbl Teope- 
THqecrne a priori ~14arpaMMbI Be~TOpHbIX CHCTeM 

npocTpaHCTBeHHblX rpynn HFI3ILIFIX 14 cpejIHFIX CI4HFOH14H. 

[~TH ;lnarpaMMb~ ~aHb[ B KHnre rpaqbnqecrHM cnoco60M 
B qbopMe Ta6JmU, npHBe~eHm,ix B npnJm~ennrt. H3o- 
6pa~eHi4e K a ~ o ~  ~narpaMMb~ co~ep~14T q e p T ~  npo- 
cTpaHCTBeHHO~ rpynnbi c o6o3naqenneM O~HOrO Me- 
~aTOMnOro BeKTopa 8 O6IJIeM nono~ennn  i4 q e p T ~  
COOTBeTCTBy~Ottte~ BeKTopno~ CHCTeMbI B naTepCOHOB- 
C~O~ rpynne a CMb~CJIe MeTO~a pOM6OB nnroB. K Kam~o~i 
~u4arpaMMe np14nox~en CHMBOJ~ npocTpancTaenno~ 
rpynnbi 14 CttMBOn COOTBeTCTByrOIJIe~ naTepCOHOBCKO~ 
rpynnbx B c~o6~ax. 3TOT 6oraTbI~ MaTepnan pI4cynKoa 
BMeCTe C ~HCTpy~:une~ ~Jm ero npaKTHqec~oro 14cnonb3o- 
Bannfl, npHztaIOT Knnre H xapa~Tep npaKTi4,JecKoro rypca.  
MeToa pOM6OB FII, tKOB nO3BOYlfleT ocyI.IleCTBJ~flTb yTOq- 
HeHHe C14MMeTp14H cTpyKTypb~ ~p;tcTa.riJ~a H .rloKaJ~tt3al114ro 

cTpyKTypnb~X dpparMenTos. AHaJm3 qbyn~unn FIaTepcona 
c noMom~o 3TOrO Mero~ta a Kunre ~eMOaCTp14poaan na 
npHMepax crpyrTyp coe~innenvi~i K2Cr4OI3, KNiPO4 i4 
NaECr207. 

.YIorI4qecKoe crpoeI-IHe 14 O6~,~M rJmB ~a/~T xopomee 
Bae~en~te ~Jm LuHpoKoro Kpyra cTpyKTyp~I4KOB. Krmra 
npe2Ina3HaqeHa ~J~fl HayqHblX CoTpyj1HI4KOB, aCHI4paHTOB 
I4 CTy~enToa, cneuHaJm314pyrotunxc~ B penrrenocTpy- 
KTypHOM anaJm3e. 

O. BaJmx 
C.~oeat#cuft no~umexnuvecruf~ uncmumym 
~pamuc.,'taea 
tIexoe~ooalcun 

Surface and defect properties of Solids. Vol. 5. Par  
M. W. ROBERTS et J. M. THOMAS (Senior Reporters) .  
Pp. ix + 233. Londres :  The Chemical  Society,  1976. 
Prix £ 16.00. 

La Soci+t+ Chimique de Londres fait para/tre des rapports 
p~riodiques specialists: le volume 5 de la s6rie sur les 
propri+t~s des solides li/~es aux surfaces et aux d+fauts, publi6 
sous la direction de M. W. Roberts et de J. M. Thomas, 
comprend huit chapitres de longueurs et d'esprits cliff, rents. 

La structure dlectronique superficielle est pr6sent~ en 15 
pages par S. J. Gurman et M. J. Kelly. Ce premier chapitre 
qui fait le lien entre la physique de l'&at solide et le mod+le 
chimique des liaisons, confronte les r6sultats th+oriques et 
exp~rimentaux sur les +tats ~lectroniques superficiels, en 
particulier dans le cas de la surface {l 1 l} du silicium; un 
paragraphe est ensuite consacr6 fi la modification des &ats 
volumiques par la pr6sence d'une surface. 

Le chapitre 2, Structures de disclination dans la 
mdsophase carbon~e et le graphite, par J. L. White et J. E. 
Zimmer montre et interpr&e en 20 pages des structures de 
disclinations observ6es avec le microscope photonique et le 
microscope blectronique a balayage; il &end ainsi aux cokes 
et au graphite le domaine d'application des disclinations 
pr~sent+es dans le volume 3 de la m~me s+rie. 

Le chapitre 3 par G. M. Rosenblatt traite en 29 pages Le 
rdle des ddfauts dans l'dvaporation: arsenic et antimoine. Il 
montre comment les dislocations et autres d+fauts observes 
influent sur la cin&ique de l'~vaporation. 

I)ans le chapitre 4, Interaction des dlectrons rapides avec 
les cristaux organiques dans le microscope dlectronique: 
difficultds assocides d l'dtude des d~fauts. W. Jones montre 


